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IDEA
Project FLOW aims to rediscover Vokieciu street as a result of
multilayered history and spatial objections. After World War II part of
historic street buildings were demolished and a kind of new, ideological
planning ideas implemented in the area. Concept of a wide avenue was
accomplished in Vokieciu street. Result of this reorganisation is spatially
uncommon to the old town urban pattern. Following the historic narrative
and evaluating existing space with its changing context in the city
nowadays, project Flow seeks to rediscover its potential for the oldtown
and citizens.
In the FLOW project proposed lightly meandering plan line is materialised
as dimensional design object – street lamp. This compositional detail
forms space and creates a new visual expression of street part parallel to
foreign soviet period buildings, built in the middle of XX century (which
were designed ignoring principles of destroyed historic oldtown street
perimeter). In addition, newly proposed spatial division with street light
object creates a possibility to develop areas in the street separately – to
carry out various stages of archeological research in the historical part of
the street while implementing contemporary designs at the new part.
Flowing graphical movement of the project design revives territory of
Vokieciu street with motion of modern spirit and fulfils main goal of the
project - creating new high quality spaces between buildings from
different historic periods while saving and highlighting valuable historic
elements.

FLOW
SOLUTIONS
Project Flow proposes representative, adaptable and humane spatial
design for new Vokieciu street. In a motion of meandering plan line,
parallel to the buildings of soviet period perimeter, a new bicycle path,
one-way route are designed. Further curves of the sidewalk are used for
light construction outdoor cafes arbours and greenery zones. New
pedestrian alley is designed as a link between historical and modern parts
of the street, it overlies the zone of existing engineering networks which
are planned to be reconstructed as the first stage of Vokieciu street
renovation.
By various archelogical research methods in the historic part of the street,
perimeters of demolished buildings foundations should be marked and
preserved. To expose historic urban pattern for the public its contours in
the project are filled with tiles repeating the manner of indoor flooring
patterns. Proposed urban seating furniture is layed out parallel to the
flowing plan line inside historic housing ranges.
Areas of former buildings next to historic Vokieciu street are filled with
greenery and proposed to be preserved for miscellaneous stages of
archeological research. Crossings of Vokieciu and Domininkonu,
demolished Žydų, Antokolskio streets are marked with artistic,
dimensional interpretations of former buildings pieces. Project Flow
invites to explore historic layers of the territory, former Jewish quarters,
area of the Great Sinagogue of Vilnius.
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PUBLIC SPACE AND STREET ELEMENTS
Function of historic Vokieciu street as a one-way route for mechanical
transport vehicles is preserved in the proposed competition project with
adapted changes - elimination of parking spaces, integration of one-way
bicycle path. Original materials and dimensions of historic street surface
are saved, paving and roadsides redone only to renew its quality. Choice
to keep the original design of historic street structure and surface is based
on its impact for the oldtown paving terms. Also, its a part of statement
formed by KPD about saving the origin of oldtown as a multiple
volumetric – spatial structure. Axis of Vokieciu street was never
interpreted as a plaza, none of significant church or monastery buildings,
which have open spaces around them, were standing there.
In the project, all existing historic street lights are renovated and
preserved. Some of them are rearanged following the historic building
foundation boundaries. Seeking for more authenticity some of the street
lights are proposed to be remade as wall lights as they were seen in
historic pictures.
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PERPETUATION OF LOCAL HISTORY
Vokieciu street evolved as one of the first old town streets from the
beginning of XV century. At the beginning of XVII century it was already
formed by masonry houses. During the Tsarist Russia occupation period
until 1940 only the hights of buildings had changed (rising to four floors),
ground floors of the buildings began to be used as restaurants, shops and
other commercial purposes. During the II World War part of street
buildings were damaged, after the II World War all of the northern street
perimeter buildings were completely demolished together with Jewish
synagogue and quarters next to it. Newly built street perimeter didn't
follow the former oldtown urban pattern, devouring old street network
and buildings scale. Seeking to revive the historic urban layout of the area,
project Flow creates links between existing Vokieciu street space and
surrounding quarters.
Understanding historic importance of destroyed Zydu and Antokolskio
street links but not being able to re-create its physical form, project
proposes usage of semantic measures: big scale perspective images of
Zydu and Antokolskio streets are designed as visual accents for newly built
outdoor cafes arbours facades.
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PERPETUATION OF LOCAL HISTORY
During the completion of various archeological research stages contours
of historic buildings foundations are specified and marked, in case of
valuable objects discovery - project suggests to prepare foundation pieces
for public exposition. At the last stage of Vokieciu street reconstruction
local landmarks – artistic, symbolic volumetric pieces of former buildings
on Zydu and Antokolskio streets corners would be built to perpetuate
former urban pattern.
After evaluating existing artistic objects of Vokieciu street, project team
suggests to relocate them. Sculpture of Barbora Radvilaite does not
represent multilayered history of Vokieciu street and affects as false
landmark with its grand scale. B. Radvilaite sculpture is proposed to be
relocated into another public space. Aesthetics of existing Vokieciu street
fountain does not match nor the historic, nor the proposed newly
designed street part – this object could be relocated in another public
space of the oldtown which lacks artistic elements. In the project new
fountain/water station is designed next to Vokieciu and Zydu street
crossing, as a symbol for the former water well, which stood there.
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SOLUTIONS FOR PUBLIC SPACE
Project presents lively public space open for various service
infrastructures and non-commercial use. Parallel to soviet period street
perimeter outdoor arbours for cafes, restaurants or temporary exhibitions
are designed with favorable southern orientation.
Seeking to respect the historic zone of Vokieciu street, only open space,
non-stationary outdoor cafes/restaurants and bars are allowed to dwell in
provided areas between historic building foundations perimeters.
Reconstructed streetcrossing of Vokieciu and Zydu street historicaly used
to be a corner with famous cafes, in the project this area is planned for
outdoor cafeterias. In pursuance of gradual archeological research,
adjusting boundaries of former building foundations, united design and
location decisions for temporary sales, markets and cafeterias spots
would be made.
Pedestrian alley in the middle of Vokieciu street space is suitable for usage
during city fairs, public events and celebrations.
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SOLUTIONS FOR PUBLIC SPACE
Independently from season, citizens and city visitors are able to explore
elements designed to represent Vokieciu street history. Project involves
infrastructure for exploration of Vokieciu street development, which
consists artistic and volumetric landmarks, exposition of former urban
perspective views, object with local sightseeing possibility and scaled
models of historical buildings and urban changes in the theritory.
Existing advertising stands are preserved and relocated in both old and
new street parts by keeping equal distances between them. An additional
information stand with street direction arrows is designed on the corner
of former Antokolskio street.
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Project Flow supports the idea of Vilnius city municipality to reduce usage
of oldtown as car passing area and adapts loop–route scheme for
vehicles. Proposed one–way route scheme for vehicles ensures
movement without flow crossings. Reconstructed and reorganised
Vokieciu street becomes one-way, slow moving route parallel to soviet
period buildings. Idea of keeping two separated streets for vehicles in the
project creates equality between dwellers of southern and northern
perimeter buildings. Also, it guarantees that none of the streets becomes
only utlilities service or quick transportation route. Four public transport
stops are preserved – two at each of Vokieciu street ends for opposite
direction routes. Two bicycle paths are designed separately, one by the
old and one by the new Vokieciu street following with appropriate
direction of movement. They smoothly integrate with oldtown bicycle
path network. Pedestrian alley is designed in the middle of the territory
and does not cross vehicle routes.
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PLANTATIONS MANAGEMENT
After analysing dendrological evaluation of Vokieciu street plantations,
conclusions about quality of greenery and dominating tree species linden (Tilia cordata ) are made: parts of plantations are dilapidated due
to human interactions and are proposed to be eliminated in the project,
healthy, lushing plants and trees are preserved, protections for their roots
and tree crown lightnings designed. Although, according to fragmentic
archeological explorations majority of old trees are growing upon the
historic buildings foundations and keeps disassembling them.
Variety of existing Vokieciu street plantations in the project is suggested
to be supplemented with climbing plant species such as Campsis
radicanis, Parthenocissus quinquefolia which would accomplish
composition of the main project design element – flowing street light
object. Climbing plant species do not have developed underground roots
which could destroy existing fragments of historic buildings foundations.
An advantage of bindweeds to rapidly change leafe color according to the
season would give projected area additional mood.
Fragmentarily, inside the boundaries of historic buildings foundations
project Flow proposes groups of low, blooming plants. This would
preserve foundation zones for later archeological research.
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BUDGET MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

FIRST STAGE of reconstruction would involve
paving new pedestrian alley and developing
new street design parallel to soviet period
street perimeter.

SECOND STAGE and further stages of
reconstruction – various archeological
explorations and historical elements
perpetuation decisions, renovation of historic
street and sidewalk pavement.

Solutions reconsidering and improving image, landscape, traffic
management and historical perpetuation of existing Vokieciu street are
presented in the project Flow. Evaluating developers budget, project team
presents a plan of development stages for Vokieciu street reconstruction,
which would resolve project in time frame, and would be adjusted
according to factual financial investments for this valid oldtown part
project. First stage of project realization includes cost of works specified in
the terms of open Vokieciu street reconstruction project competition
(section II, paragraph 15.1).
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